Characterization of lung tumors motion baseline using cone-beam computed tomography.
To characterize the interfractional variability in lung tumor volume, position, and tumor boundaries. Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scans were acquired weekly during the course of treatment for 34 lung cancer patients (1-20 scans) with large tumors. Spatial registration based on bones was performed between contoured planning CT and CBCT. Gross tumor volume (GTV) on each CBCT was then contoured. Tumor volume, centroid, and boundaries variability were quantified. A commercial deformable registration software was tested and results were compared to manual contours. Mean volume reduction was 41 ± 32% (p < 0.001) after an average time of 51 days. Tumor centroid drifts were 0.03, 0.14, and -0.13 cm in right-left (RL), anterior-posterior (AP), and superior-inferior (SI) directions with standard deviations of 0.55, 0.50, and 0.51 cm. GTV boundaries displacements were -0.27, -0.14, and -0.16 cm with standard deviations of 0.64, 0.57, and 0.59 cm in RL, AP, and SI directions. Relative error between deformed and manual contours with the commercial deformable registration software rose up exponentially with the GTV decrease. GTV size changes for large lung tumors are similar to those for standard tumors. Magnitude absolute values of displacement vector for centroid and boundaries shifts show that there is not a preferred direction for the drifts but shrinkage.